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Dubin's Minimal kage Construct Revisited

In a seminal article on designing organizations for maximum stability,

Robert ,Dubin (159) introduced the minimal linkage construct. He argued:

If communication links are more restricted, then the organiza-
tion will be more stable (IA)

.

If the organization is more stable, then it will be more
successful (n)

Thereforp if communication links are more restricted then the
organization will be more successful (C).

Within two years Burns and Stalker (1961) had demonstrated that the minor

premise of this syllogism did not always hop and, thereforc.the conclusion

did not always follow. The more stable organization-is not necessarily

more successful and making an organization more staple does not necessarily

make it more successful. Quite the contrary, 41 stable organization in a

dynamic environment can be unable to adapt to change and can becomemuch.less

successful...

The development of contingency theory, the concept of the organic firm,

and the open systems approach led the Study of management and organization

design to emphasize active concepts like growth, development, change, innova-

tion, and quifinality rather than passive concepts like stability,.equili-

brium, steady states, and homeostasis. As a result, Dubin's minimal linkage
v °

construct'has knot been welldtudied. The syllogism has been rejected becanse

of an incomplete minor premise We do not really know if the major premise

can be supported, although laboratory studies of communication nets would lead

us to believe that there is some link between restricted communication and

stable structure.
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The purpose of this paper is to present some theoretical and empirical

support for the minimal linkage construct.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Because of the renewed interest in Information processing nd communica-

tion network analysis approaches to organization design, Shannon and Weaver's

(1949) mathematical theory of information was employed. From the information

theory perspective we would expect that the function of stability''in an

organization is to reduce the amount of uncertainty in the system; thereby'

reducing the requisite strategic variety necessary fo'r control and increasing

tFie redundancy and predictability of the system. Given an n person communica-

tion network, the question becomes,'"Whet is the relationship between the

number of links and the degree of uncertainty -- are fewer links associated

with less uncertainty?"

In order to test this question a hypothetical communication network of

50 people (members, nodes) was selected. The number.of links for .five- common

linkage,patterns were computed. These five linkage patterns were (a) the

potential number of s (a completely connected net), (b) the emergent

enetwork expected numb of,links (exponential from the-existance of groups,

)
cliques, and coalitions), (c) tie random network expected Aumber of links (all

, . i,

linkage patterns are equally probable), (d) the Serial-radial linkage pattern

,f
, (as in an ideal bureaucracy), and (e) the,minimatj rninkage patte.(a maximally

restricted net). Formulas for computing the number of,links for each,patte1 rn '''

appear in Table 1.

Table 1 about here
_ .

k
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For each linkage pattern the absolute and relative uncertainty Values

were computed. The results of these computations appear irCrable 2.,

Table 2 about here

zr

As we can see by examining Table 2, there is a direct correlation between

number of links, absolute uncertainty of the pattern, and relative uncertainty..
(

More links, more absolute uncertainty, more relative uncertainty are contrasted

with fewer links, less absolute uncertainty, and less relative uncertainty.

Clearly Dubin's minimal linkage construct is consistent with information

theory. Fewer links are associated with leas uncertainty, more redundancy4_,

and greater stability. 'ThuS there-isItheoretical support for the construct.

ca

EMPIRICAL METHODOLOGY

From laboratory studies of communication nets we expect relatively closed

groups to organize quickly and to maintain a stable structure. We expect

relatively opens groups to organize more slowly and to maintain a more flexible

structure. Thus we would expect open communication to,be inversely, related

0

to stable structure. A study was conducted to test that statement. The

:.1

enekal design of this study was a correlational analysis of the responses
_

of ninety -four people in six Organizational.groups to two perceptual measures. ;

PEOPLE. The people who participated in this study were ni4ty-four

members of six organizatiopl.grouPs. Group one (n = 8) was a academic de-

par ent.in a medium sized college. Group two was also, an academia department
..

.
i

in a- edium sized college (n 9). Group 'three (n = 12)'was,an academicde-

partment in a large university. Group our was an administratiVe department

in a dium sized corporation (n = 31).?..*Group six (n:'.: 25) was a local ,

Office\of a state, government agency. Of the ninety -four people., forty -eight

5



were male; iforty-sii were female. They ranged in age from nineteen to 40.xty-

a
four, in organizational tenure from one month to fifteen, years, and in educe-

, . ,

. '
.

tional attainment from tenth grade to Ph.D.

MEASURES.- Perceived Open Communication was operatianalized as the

summed response to.a thirty -five ,item questionnaire derived from Rogers (1976).

Perceived Stability was operationalized as a scaled respon4e to the question,

,
"How much do you agree or disagree with the statement -- NOTHING EVER CHANGE'S --

IN THIS ORGANIZATION -- as it applies to your department?" In order to test

.

the consistency of the perceptions of the departments, interrater reliability ,

coefficients were computed for with measures. As reported in Table 3, the

reliability of eacheasure is statistically significant at the .001 level '

of confidence. an order tOtest'the validity of observed differences among

,departments,.cbrrelation ratios were 'computed for both measuree. As reported
.

in Table 3, the discriminate power of each measure is statistically significant

at the .001 level'of confidence.- In addition, as a test of instrument re-.

liability, the Ruder-Richardson.

a

Table 3 about here

coeffiCient of equivalence. was computed for the Communication Openness Measure.

The r of .799 was statistically significant at the .001 level of confidence.

. .

, ANALYSIS, Analysis of. data was performed on a CDC 6400 computerosing

library programs for correlation with transgeneration at-the. State University ,

of New.York at Buffalo Academic Computing Center.

RESULTS ,

,
Zero order,coef4cients of correlation between Open communication and

organizational stabilitytwere,computed separately_for the ninety four
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individuals and six groups participating in this study. As reported in

Table 4, the correlation coefficient for the groups IS negative and statistic-

ally significant at the .01 level of confidence.
. . -

Table -4, about here

The correlation coefficient for the individuals is also negative and

statistically significant at the .001 levelof confidence.

DISCUSSION

We have seen theoretically that fewer communication links arerelited

to less uncertainWand greater stability. We have seen empirical11, that

open communication is inversely related to organizational stability. So what;

what does this mean? Obviously this paper supports DAin's.Milhimal Linkage

Construct. We might be tempted to suggest that in'designing organilations'

for maximum stability the designer should attempt to restrict the communica-

tion links. Certainly there are organizations in which Stability is important.

Manufacturing assembly lines, insurance claims offices, police and military

patrols come to mind. But cautions are warranted.. Firpt, stability is not

an end in itself. Stability performs an instrumental function contributing

to organizational success. Stability is desirable wheq it contributed to

performance, satisfaction, or effelciiveness. 8tability is not desirable if it

interfers with performance, effectiveness, or satisfaction. Second, stability

cannot be the only goal of an organization. .Restricting information flow

may improve organizational control, but.it reduces adaptability'and usually:

makes innovation and growth -less likely. Third, there is areal ethical

7
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question involved in strategically restricting people's freeddm to communicate

with one another.
Q

In short, Dubin's conclusign and minor premise may not hold, but his
. ,

argument, kat, fewer communication links 'increase' stability (his major, preniise)

seems justified. We can use Dubin's observation to impfove both our theories

of organizational communication and our practice of organizational.design.

.
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TABLE I

FormUllas for Computing the Number of Links
in Specific Linkage Patterns

I

Maximum Linkage Pattern = n (n-1) / 2
Expected Linkage Pattern = h (n-1) / log (110-1)
Chance Linkage-Pattern = (n(n-.1) / 2) /
Serial-Radial tinkage Pattern =. (R-1) log (1-1)
Minimum Linkage Pattern n-1

41.
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TABLE 2

Uncertainty Values of Various Linkage Patterns in
Communication Networks of 50 Nodes

Linkage .Number .Absolute Relative
Pattern of Links Uncertdinty Uncertainty

Maximum 1225
pcpe4ted -722
Chande 613
Serial-Radial 33 t.

Minimum . 49

4 9.944
9.204 .93

8.973
6.162 .62

5:442 .55

ti
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TABLE 3

Analysis of the Instruments

Interrapr Reliability

r z p
'Discriminate Validity

eta° r\'

ommtnication

Stability

.S5

.61

.618

.709

(.001

.001_,

.84

.88

42.264

58.54

<
:001

4..001
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TABLE 4
O

.

The Correlation Coefftcierits

P.

Coefficients of
the 6 Groups

Coefficients of
the 94 Individuals-

Communication
with Stability 97 (.01 -.38 :1D91

D 235 h

.1

to.
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